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About This Game

MARCO POLO - The art of bargaining lies in knowing how far you can go. Fame, fortune and adventure lie ahead.

Discover the world of Marco Polo as you travel the legendary Silk Route from the Holy Land to China. Match yourself against
the colorful underworld of the Middle Age marketplace where strategy and bargaining skills will guide you. Arms and

merchandise are your wares, but secrets too, must be bartered.

As special messenger to the Pope or counselor to Kublai Khan, the Mongol emperor, you'll build your wealth and prestige by
carrying out challenging missions. Knights will defend you, but thieves lie in wait. Experience your own epic adventure.

FEATURES:

• Multiplayer competition with up to four players.

• Hours of gameplay with 63 towns to discover and 334 different trading missions.

• 2000 digitized images and extensive video sequences chronicling life in the 13th Century.
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This is an awesome character pretty much a complete redesign of the old tanya with a complete new move-list, it's worth
buying.
P.S.
If You have a problem with the game Talk to the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i.ng developers,
Valve has nothing to do with this game being a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing s.h.it face
comparing to the console version.. I rate this game 3.5\/5. Pretty good.

This is a fun, fairly frenetic puzzle game about running various very busy and inherently unsafe airports full of exciting close-
calls. You play an air-traffic controller and try to keep planes which are in the process of taking off or landing from crashing
into one another. This game is very far from being realistic but is fast-paced, stressful but sort of cute and fun at the same time.
I'm not very good at this game but it was still fun trying it out. There are a lot of runways to choose from along with several
gameplay modes. There are also other airports which you can unlock as you complete the various challenges the game throws at
you. A good, though very challenging, little game.. Pros :

1. At the beginning is fun to play
2. U can have a lot of DIGIMON! yeah DIGIMONS!!!!! (buying Inventory digimon slot in $$$ )
3. Very easy to control (player and the digimon)

Cons :

1. Is Pay To WINS!! Lot of items that u need to pay in cash! u cannot be a TOP player without Paying!
2. To many BOTTER!! Yes, BOTTER!! every single player here using BOT! and they claim every spot of monster!! so U cant
hunt cz u cant beat that botter!!
3. U need to grinding for your item all the time, 85% of my gameplay is grinding and grinding, it's so bored!!
4. Illegal Item Everywhere, Some Carding"er (someone who steal other credit to pay) buy a lot of CASH item and sellin in
cheap for TERA (ingame Money) so they can sell TERA in REAL MONEY!! U can see this in DATS (main Town) a lot of
store that put his number or contact for that!!
5. EVERY EVENT on this game will give u do more GRINDING!!

Conclusion :
Dont waste your time on this game like i do, i'm Digimon Fans but this game is just BAD! if u insist then Play it with ur own
risk. :D. I think there's only 1 problem... The wepons in the begining should be a little bit more different and not the same just
the same thing but with different skin. In the late game I've seen that this problem changes but you still need to get there.

Other wise I love the game so far and I've had fun with it.. Aero's Quest is one of these titles that the more you play it the more
it gets better.
The very fist impression might not be the best: everything looks fine but nothing really stands out.
When you start playing it seems a very simple and generic platformer until the game starts to kick.
The very first zone is just a tutorial and the second zone (a variation of the first forest) brings out more the platformer part
rather than the puzzle part.
When you get in the 3rd zone instead (the volcano) everything starts to change: you see new obstacles, the levels are not linear
anymore and few more puzzles are coming out.
The game is a big "crescendo" till the 5-6 zone (where I got so far) where puzzles and platforms are mixing in a great way.
Aero's Quest is hard, very hard: one of the most challenging games of the year and it is long, very long: 101 levels to play in two
different modes.
I have to mention the sound: it's awesome! Every zone have its own music and they are all very good.
If you pass the first 10 minutes and the first 20 deaths Aero's Quest can be really a big surprise.. Like past versions of this game
I purchased and soon as it came out and it has not disapointed!

The new camera angles add a whole new dimention to the game as well as the addition of the SA and NZ domestic season!

I would say this is the best version of the game and although you could say not a huge amount has changed it proves that little
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changes go a long way

Would recommend this game 100%!. Frank Klepacki's music has such a strong passionate feel to it... Iam just gonna say he
knows how to bring a game to life.
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3\/10 as a game. 6\/10 if this were a Which Way book.

I wanted to like this game. Someone recommended that if I like SPAZ and\/or FTL, two of my favorite games, I'd like this
game, but it's nothing like them. It very quickly became apparent that there was nothing at all to this game, but I played for a
few more hours just in case I was missing something. I wasn't. It's like pulling a lever on a slot machine. So if you like pulling a
lever on a slot machine, you'll love this game. If you like strategy, there's none to be had in Weird Worlds.

Note: If you look at the play time on the positive reviews, they actually played less than I did. So they say they like it, but not
enough to actually play it.. It's okay, it looks nice visually and sounds okay.
But oversensitive controls makes the bullet dodging-experience a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥
Also the boss design is boring and the translation confusing.. my game wont load. please fix this or give me a refund.. To this
day a very cool and good game with a decent amount of players. so fun xD XD XD XD. This game is different, really different.

* It looks arcade-style, but it's actually very tactical.
* It looks like Snake, but it isn't like that at all, you can grow and shrink and run into yourself and it's fine.
* It looks seriously old-school but it's actually conceptually very new.

I mean, I can describe it in terms of a mash of other old games. Imagine you had the arcade classic Mr Do, as in - you dig your
own maze, but instead of a ball-throwing clown, you were a variable-length snake instead. And instead of dropping apples on
enemies to kill them, you tunneled and dropped the whole world on them.

That's the game at its simplest. There's a bit more - instead of just getting points for killing enemies, they turn into a pile of
blocks that you can pick up for points. You don't want to pick them up as soon as you see them, you'll want to create a load of
them and collect them all at once to get massive scores using the combo bonus. Also there's a diamond hidden somewhere which
you can collect to double your current score.

The monsters roam above ground and you need to dig up to create a tunnel to lead them down. More "ground" rains from the
sky one block at a time. The speed of the game can be altered at any time, anywhere from "a bit too fast to play" to an absolute
crawl, and you can switch it to turn-based if that's still not the right speed. And also, there are levels and different monsters to
face.

All of these details mean it takes a little while to get your bearings with the game and get used to luring monsters underground.
But I think it's worth it. It becomes a game of emergent tactics, and I'm still not sure I have it all worked out yet, but it's fun to
discover more. All together, it's a unique little game.

BTW it's not official or anything, but the game's narrative, as I imagine in my head, is that instead of a snake, you're a dragon
(or a wyrm!), like Smaug from The Hobbit, digging out a huge cavern inside a mountain, luring monsters down to kill them,
amassing a huge pile of gold. Biding your time, lying in wait.

I really do like this game.. Love the first looks of this alpha.. (31 July
UPDATE / July 31 hei.0.018.alpha)
If you are looking for a finished game then you better wait until the game reaches that stage.

For exosyphen studios fans... Robert made an awesome framework again! :-) Really wonder how this game will be at the end. So
far looking good!. It's a decent game but no directions as to how to play and the game needs a LOT of work! A fair bit of
potential as long as the devs stick to it :D

When there's more to the game the thumb will go up :). fun to play like the way they keeped the old parts and made more fun to
play. I've only been playing 5 hours.

WARNING: This game is very slow paced.

MAPPING:
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It's easy to get disorientated. Needs a minimap on the battle screen to quickly reference where your units are in relation to each
other.

The large Map function should show landmarks (buildings, roads, environment, fauna) and not just show blips as units and a "T"
as a flag.

BATTLE:

The pistol shooting sound is wrong. Pistol sounds like a rifle imo.

Needs more background sound effects. Like stepping sounds of the soldiers. Soldiers need to make more vocal noise too.

When locking on an enemy it should give you the percentage of chance of hitting an enemy, not just the distance. This is so you
you don't waste ammo on impossible shots.

Soldiers need the ability to lie in a prone shooting position if there is no cover around them.

Grenades should show their possible throw arcs to make sure the path to the target is clear. One of my units tried to throw a
grenade from a top of building down to the enemy from a crouching position. The grenade hit the wall right next to my unit and
killed my unit. Lame. Grenades travel in upward arcs, not straight lines.

GOVERNMENT:

The governing screen that shows resources and the like is very confusing. I barely figured out how to buy new guns for my units.
I don't know even what I CAN do in the govening screen!

There is more things wrong with this game but I still like the overall idea.

But it is NOT ready in order to be a popular and good game.

IT JUST NEEDS MORE CONTENT, A BETTER USER INTERFACE AND MORE POLISHING! ^_^
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